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Scope and Contents
A collection of photographs of Passamaquoddy Indians of Maine. The photographs date from 1885 to
1970 and are mostly of unidentified men, women and children. Among those identified are Susan Dana,
Peter F. Neptune, Francis Joseph Neptune, Wallace Lewey, Mrs. Wallace Lewey, Peter Mitchell, Mary
Mitchell, John Socotomah, Joseph Tomah, Sabat Tomah, Bennett N. Francis, Noel Joseph, Alexander
Sapin and Mary Elmanico.
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Publication Statement
Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections Department
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This collection is kept at Fogler Library's offsite storage facility. One week's notice is required for
retrieval.
Immediate Source of Acquisition
Source of acquisition--Purchased from the Smithsonian Institution, Museum of American History in
2002.
Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
Information on literary rights available in the repository.
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Controlled Access Headings
• Passamaquoddy Indians -- Photographs
• Indians of North America -- Maine -- Photographs
General Note
Title supplied by cataloger.




Prints from photographic negatives made from originals loaned by Susan M.













Passamaquoddy: Two houses; small group of unidentified men









Passamaquoddy: Four unidentified men and women in buggies








Passamaquoddy: Group of six men (including Gabriel Tomah?)




Passamaquoddy: Group of six men (including Gabriel Tomah?)
with fishing poles and canoes, undated
item 74-8276
















































Passamaquoddy: Unidentified woman, undated
item 74-8287



























Passamaquoddy: Unidentified woman, ca., 1889-1896
item 74-8297














Passamaquoddy: Two unidentified women, undated
item 74-8291















































Passamaquoddy: Two unidentified women, undated
item 74-8308











































Passamaquoddy: Two unidentified men in buggy, possibly,
1908-1918
item 74-8318














































Passamaquoddy: Unidentified man and woman outside tent,
undated
item 74-8329






















Passamaquoddy: Unidentified man with horn, possibly Victor
























Passamaquoddy: Unidentified child, undated
item 74-8339
Passamaquoddy: Group of unidentified people outside listening













Passamaquoddy: Denmy Sockbasin, daughter of Francis
Joseph, governor of the Passamaquoddy tribe, Sept. 18, 1817













Passamaquoddy: Peter Mitchell and unidentified woman








Passamaquoddy: Chief Neptune, Maggie (wife), and daughters































































Passamaquoddy: Joseph Tomah or Tomah Joe, undated
item 74-8360












Passamaquoddy: Group of children inside schoolhouse,









Passamaquoddy: Children playing including John, Andeline and
























Passamaquoddy: George Stevens, Mrs. Wallace Lewey, Chief
Wallace Lewey, undated
item 74-8370













Passamaquoddy: Sister Alice singing hymn during procession of













Passamaquoddy: St. Anne#s Church, Old Town, Maine, after,
1901
item 74-8376
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Passamaquoddy: B.N. Francis or Little Rabbit,, 1906
item 828





































Passamaquoddy: Birch bark lodge constructed by Jos. Thomas





Passamaquoddy: Birch bark lodge constructed by Jos. Thomas
and Newell S. Thomas in Zoological Park, Washington, D.C.,
1896
item 837-a-2
Passamaquoddy: Nicholas Lolu, wife, and child, Moonich, with
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